Mobilizing for Nationwide Recovery and the Next Industrial Revolution
The Peake Fellowship and Peake Fellowship Network platform strengthens small & local businesses and their local associations by upskilling their leaders with new
collaboration and commerce capabilities. “The Peake Fellowship's job is to become the nation’s largest mobilization of upskilling to coach small & local businesses to
succeed in a Networked AI & Big Data-driven world.,” says Harvard Business School’s Len Schlesinger, who as President of Babson College served as an advisor and
key academic partner for the Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses program.
The Peake Fellowship’s combined approach aligns thousands of recent graduates, returning veterans, and military spouses as well as millions of small & local businesses.
The Peake Fellowship Support Team, guided by Len Schlesinger in his role as Platform Development Team Business Metrics Strategy Lead, built a Service Learning
platform that measures revenue growth and jobs created in each business that the Peake Fellowship and Peake Fellowship Network platform supports.
Over the next four years, the Peake Fellowship’s full mobilization will create $16 billion in net new U.S. small & local business revenue (or retained small & local
business revenue that would have been lost). The Peake Fellowship Team estimates that this new revenue will cumulatively create or save 160,000 jobs during that
period (based on an estimate of each $100,000 in revenue generating one job).
Over ten years, the Peake Fellowship aims to create more than $100 billion in net new revenue for small & local businesses and over 1 million net new or saved jobs
in that process.
For the 50 states and five U.S. territories, the Fellows Service helps local businesses succeed in a world
of Amazon & Alibaba. Without the Peake Fellowship Program and Peake Fellowship Network
platform, small & local businesses often find themselves overwhelmed by AI & Big Data-driven global
competitors who offer more for less with the personalization once a unique feature of a neighborhood
store. This was true well before the shuttering of small & local businesses from Post-COVID.
Meanwhile, recent college graduates, returning veterans, and military spouses increasingly hold a
passion for their small & local businesses according to multiple studies (e.g., Sezzle Gen Z survey
(https://footwearnews.com/2020/business/retail/sezzle-survey-gen-z-shop-locally-post-covid1203004321/)). They grew up learning their way around collaboration technology despite the absence
of training on tech for commerce. Many of them face a COVID-exacerbated year of flux after
graduation or transition out of the military when instead they could be matched with organizations that
would engage their current and potential skills to help local businesses grow.
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Against that backdrop, the U.S. has over 8,000 local chambers of commerce which have yet to be
engaged as conduits between recent graduates, returning veterans, military spouses, and local
businesses. In partnership with the chambers, the Fellows Service upskills the recent graduates,
returning veterans, and military spouses through a one-year Applied Learning & Teaching experience that, in turn, upskills small & local businesses for growth. The Peake
Fellowship’s Sustainable & Inclusive Growth-driven approach connects to each of the 120,000+ communities across the U.S.

Each Fellow coaches multiple businesses brought together through the local chambers and is provided with training that is enabled by a Networked AI & Big Data-based
platform. Fellows complete their year with a range of 60+ field-based certifications in Outreach & Engagement, Ecommerce, Operations, and Cybersecurity. The Peake
Fellowship Program and Peake Fellowship Network platform's systems measure the gains by each small & local business and their communities. Fellows fast-track postfellowship careers based on their portfolio of local impact. The Peake Fellowship ensures that its training and platform meet the needs of both Fellows and small & local
businesses across 1,000+ market categories. In doing so, the Peake Fellowship’s Community Commerce mobilization strengthens each area served and levels the playing
field for small & local businesses.
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